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Description of the issue:
This LP-sized issue of LTTR unfolds into a poster of texts, diagrams,
and photographs printed in a pale brownish gray. A color insert unfolds
into another poster, similarly both personal and political in content.
Artist multiples include an altered tampon by Fereshteh Toosi, a small
artist book by Astria Suparak, and a screenprinted band by Free Dance
Lessons. Also included is a compilation audio CD in a screenprinted
sleeve with liner notes, photocopied.
Contributors: Boots, Pauline Boudry, Boyfriend (Bernadette Houde
and Maija Martin), Mary DeNardo, Free Dance Lessons, Leah Gilliam,
Jenny Hoyston, James and Math, Xylor Jane, Joint Collaboration
Productions (Nick Hallett, JD Samson, and Lauryn Siegal), Jennie C.
Jones, Hanna Liden, Lesbians on Ecstasy (Jackie Gallant, Bernadette
Houde, and Lynne Trépanier), EE Miller, Ulrike Müller, Rhythm King
and Her Friends, Wynne Ryan, Silk Sanchez, Sarah Shapiro, Charlotte
Sims, Astria Suparak, Sara Thustra, Fereshteh Toosi, Wikkid (Allie
Alvarado, Busy Gangnes, Melissa Livaudais, and Emily Powers), Craig
Wilse, and Mirah Yom Tov Zeitlyn. Editors: G. Brooks Takahashi, K.
Hardy, E. Roysdon. Book design by G. Brooks Takahashi and LTTR.
All content © LTTR and contributing artists
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fereshteh toosi does not believe in fluency. She is obsessed with
conversations, fiber, multiples, and fresh vegetables. She currently lives in Pittsburgh and wants very much for the Steelers to
go to the Super Bowl in 2004.
free dance lessons is fitness for fomenters. check out our moves
at www.freedancelessons.cjb.net
Hanna Liden is a New York City based photographer born in
Stockholm, Sweden in 1976. She has a BFA from Parsons School of
Design and has recently shown work in “The Bedroom Show” at
D’amellio Terras as well as ”You’re Just a Summerlove...” at Priska
Juschka and “Raw New York” at Mama Roma, London UK.

Astria Suparak (Brooklyn and Montreal) curates site-specific film,
video and audio shows for international art museums and galleries, experimental film festivals and music venues. After the
shows play to their particular audiences, Suparak then brings the
work to different settings and a wider public, with locations
including schools, sports bars, artist collectives, living rooms,
churches and micro-cinemas. Feverish with the flu while stranded
in an airport during a long layover, she wrote this love letter for
someone who is not you. www.astriasuparak.com
Boots is a girly transdude fagdyke living in Seattle, where monster
engages in low-level acts of hooliganism. He is a B-movie monster-gendered, bicycle-riding fiend who spray paints for fun and
for liberation. Monster is a science nerd and fucks shit up with
fellow rabble-rousers, the Mischievous Fruit Brigade.
newwavepirate@yahoo.com
Boyfriend is Bernadette Houde and Maija Martin. Many people are
excluded from contemporary electronic music due to its often
opaque means of production, limited distribution avenues and
over-intellectualized justifications of what is essentially audio
masturbation. It is Boyfriend's mission to demystify electronic
music technologies by making our process transparent to our listeners. http://projets.studioxx.org/boyfriend/
Charlotte Simms is from Dallas, Texas. She is 25 and lives in
Brooklyn where she likes to drink XXX and paint.
craig willse is an anti-capitalist, pro-sex activist who lives in new
york city and pines for los angeles. he is a student at the City
University of New York where he reads about political theory, globalization, cybernetics, and prostheses. he writes at makezine.
org.
cruddy7@yahoo.com
EE Miller has been recording conversations since her Great Aunt
bought EE her first recording device in 1994. "You're Here" is
mostly excerpted from EE's rough and tumble debut interview. She
is currently making a soundtrack for super 8 films of birds shot by

Jennie C. Jones received her BFA from The School of the Art
Institute of Chicago in 1991 and her MFA from Rutgers University
in 1996. She has attended Skowhegan School of Painting and
Sculpture, the Cite des Arts in Paris, France as well as ART/OMI an
international artist residency in upstate New York. She was a participant in the groundbreaking exhibition Freestyle, at the Studio
Museum in Harlem in 2001. “Unlike a DJ whose practice involves
laying in beats and samples, I let the music fold into itself.
Creating and working with jazz concepts such as call and response,
counter melodies, chord changes, and harmonics. Currently there
is an emphasis on female vocalists. I am exploring the idea of
women in concert with themselves. I attempt a marriage of art
history and black history within the realm of the abstract languages they constructed. I am increasingly interested in examining, locating or commemorating collective cultural experiences in
historical moments of creative transition. The works on paper are
‘speakers’ in conversation with each other, dangling from frail
wires plugged into larger conduits of color i.e. Formalism. The
narrative relationships created are metaphors for power dynamics
politically and socially.”
Jenny Hoyston is an audio artist who lives in Oakland, California.
Her current projects include Paradise Island, Erase Errata,
California Lightning, FF, and Lil Jenny & Hawney. “Cum-voy” is a
musical exploration of the largest butt-fucking party in the
world. The lyrics, written by Nandor Nevai, were unearthed during
the destruction of Club Hot. Twelve cans of Coors Light were consumed during the song's recording.
Joint Collaboration Productions, LLP. is currently comprised of
Nicholas Hallett, Lauryn Siegel and JD Samson and is run out of
various Brooklyn bedrooms. Nicholas Hallett has been known to
make music with The Plantains (www.plantains.co.uk) and curate
new media cabaret Maison Du Chic(www.maisonduchic.com) in
New York City. Lauryn Siegel is often found meeting people,
downloading/filesharing and looking for the perfect beat. She can
be contacted at ls@laurynsiegel.com and is available to Executive
Produce pretty much anything.
Leah Gilliam drives a Schwinn Phantom and lives in New York. She
has been charting her emotional processes since 1999.
Lesbians On Ecstasy are making electronic music of the lesbian
variety—taking lesbian anthems and re-directing them onto the
dancefloor. They are also Choked, a demi Boyfriend and La Dj. The
Lezzies on X are from Montréal. lezziesonx@hotmail.com
Mary DeNardo is a writer living in San Francisco, CA. She is an MFA
candidate in Creative Writing at San Francisco State University.
Her work can be found in Zyzzyva, Mirage Period(ical), Fourteen
Hills, EM and Transfer Magazine. In addition, her work appears in
My America, a collection of work highlighting a witness stance and
in Morning Arms, a chapbook series of artist/writer collaborations. She is a co-founder of The Big Ballyhoo, a collective of
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women artists curating large-scale art exhibitions and accessible
public art happenings.
Mirah Yom Tov Zeitlyn has been making music for the past some
years or so, moving from coast to coast and putting out albums
mostly on the K record label. Her most recent project is a collaboration with Ginger Brooks Takahashi and is called “Songs from
the Black Mountain Music Project”. Look for more information at
www.krecs.com.
Pauline Boudry is a member of Rhythm King and Her Friends. She
made this image to go along with the song “Shock”.
James and Math are play-doh figures molded out of raw potential
and thick with cultural currency like what you might find if you
took your lover somewhere exotic, like Chicago. The idle soap
opera is off the shelf and out of the box. James and Math are from
Chicago. New World played over and over again in our big factory
for three weeks until it was just right--then it shunted the big
pipes for the big streams. Let's just call it a last minute buyout for
some sellouts, ok? And now you have a copy. First you need to
admit it to yourself and then admit it to us, give something back
or give out, give up and get down because we did it for you and
now there's no getting it back. Nightgowns 2003.
Rhythm King and Her Friends was started by sara, linda, and pauline in berlin. we have a home cd of our first songs that we
recorded in 2001 and a 10 inch that was put out in 2002. we are
now recording our first album. if you want info or to order our
music, please write to us: rhythmking@gmx.net
My name is sara thustra I write graff I do public art and political
posters. I’m an activist. I have 'no rich no poor’ politics. I believe
there are more healthy and sustainable ways for us all to live and
participate in this world and believe that that process starts
within ourselves and our communities rather than judgements and
demands on others.
Sarah Shapiro is a reality tv producer living in LA. She says, “The
human heart cloth is torn and we should sew it back together with
strings of love, devotion, community and commitment. TOGETHER
TOGETHER TOGETHER. This is not NOW this is FOREVER.”
Silka Sanchez is a photographer from Dallas, Texas, currently living in New York City. She is inspired by her friends and community,whom she has been documenting for years. silka_sanchez@
yahoo.com
Ulrike Müller lives and works in Vienna, Austria and Brooklyn, New
York. She says she doesn’t like talking about herself and then ends
up doing it anyway. As an artist she is interested in forms of production that deal with social, political and economic developments and their effects on everyday life.
Wikkid is Busy Gangnes, Emily Powers, Allie Alvarado and Melissa
Livaudais from Brooklyn. Wikkid is constantly mutating and wants
their music to be a visual experience. Chance architecture of
rhythm meets guitar and drum. www.wearewikkid.com
Wynne Ryan is a video artist and band member living and working.
She's been making this Tracy project for a couple years.
XYLORJane was born on Solstice and began painting on her 10th
b-day. She was raised grew up in Orange County, CA by with bornagain Christians. She XJ works for the 60 numbers that repeat in
the ones column of the Fibonacci series. www.xylorjane.com

Thoughts on meaningless political action
Eating the translation

Always a parasitic relation, translation dra
from (devours) that which it incorporat
into a new entity. We should not accept t
idea that translation is a direct process
exchange between fixed, discreet and equ
matter (like languages). Rather, translati
is a process of rendering equatable, a traf
in difference that erases difference. Translat
translate. Karl Marx offers a description
translation when he discusses commodific
tion, using an example of iron and cor
The incommensurate use value of each is d
placed within capitalism by an exchan
value that allows us to imagine a certa
quantity of corn as being equal in val
(translatable) into some quantity of iron.

Starting a discussion about the untransla
able (the meaningless) of politics with
anti-capitalist analysis is no accident. Li
guage, a concern with capital runs throug
that is part of what I’m struggling against
no choice. Capitalism saturates everything
resistances, a possibility of writing, the pro
hold within your hands right now. A paras
side, capital eats us/itself. This system o
capital some have called real subsumption.
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not fixed, transparent or necessarily communicable. This meaning
(energy) cannot be agreed upon (captured). Rather than fight for
a right or true politics, we might purposefully engage this impossibility, with an understanding that we cannot determine the
meaning of our own acts. It is a giving up of intentionality and the
scientific method, a giving in to a politics motivated not by truth
or morality but perhaps by love, desire, restlessness, humor, hope,
inventiveness, impulse.
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EE Miller has been recording conversations since her Great Aunt
bought EE her first recording device in 1994. "You're Here" is
mostly excerpted from EE's rough and tumble debut interview. She
is currently making a soundtrack for super 8 films of birds shot by
her grandmother. emilyeliotmiller@yahoo.com
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Mary DeNardo is a writer living in San Francisco, CA. She is an MFA
candidate in Creative Writing at San Francisco State University.
Her work can be found in Zyzzyva, Mirage Period(ical), Fourteen
Hills, EM and Transfer Magazine. In addition, her work appears in
My America, a collection of work highlighting a witness stance and
in Morning Arms, a chapbook series of artist/writer collaborations. She is a co-founder of The Big Ballyhoo, a collective of
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Listen Translate Translate Record is in your hands. LTTR is a feminist project commited to making spaces for queer art production. Hang it o
We are accepting submissions for LTTR#3. The theme is PRACTICE MORE FAILURE. Ginger Brooks Takahashi. K8 Hardy. Emily Roysdon. from L

CAN YOU PAUSE THAT FOR A SECOND… and l
It seems like when you pause (a video) you stop participating with it. You disengage, you stop paying attention, you answer the phone, spill(ed) your drink. But I think the opposite. I think the space
of a paused video is one of total participation and self-care.
So I could talk about drugs and tattoos and bands and political and social uprising or unrest. Alcohol
and tv and cuts and sores. I could make my case for Montana vs. the city. Whose kids get more out
of their drugs? (here we must agree TV is a drug) Whose kids kill themselves better? And is faster
really better? Let’s get more out of our cultures!
CAN YOU PAUSE THAT FOR A SECOND?
I’m spitting out these word bones. Stuttering out these quickly glued together phrases and halfthoughts. If you’re a total participator in your own culture and the creation (but it’s more than that:
examinating, outlining, redefining, responding, responsing) of a culture, there is no room for jealousy or insecurity or self-doubt. (ie: detrimental sabotage tactics brought by capitalist selfsale.) Ahem, I believe in mass media though. I also believe total participation excludes selfdoubt.

the chapter where she talks about diff
CAN YOU PAUSE THAT FOR A SECOND? W
this video work, this singing job)? I m
in. And it’s a hot space, it’s breathing
the same space as a video paused. It’s
butter/oil mix. These spaces ask us to
And LET YOURSELF GROOVE.

Remember, people like to go to restaur
and guilty-different story) Yeah right

I want to tell her I’m jealous. I wan
here. Jealousy as totally boring antitalk about it. So can you pause that (
A SECOND? Jealousy is really destruct
not really even existing because it’s a
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Wynne
Ryan is a videoPoster
artistAand
band member living and working.
She's been making this Tracy project for a couple years.

XYLORJane was born on Solstice and began painting on her 10th
b-day. She was raised grew up in Orange County, CA by with bornagain Christians. She XJ works for the 60 numbers that repeat in
the ones column of the Fibonacci series. www.xylorjane.com

Hang it on your wall. Donate it to your Library. Give it to a Friend.
n. from Lesbians to the Rescue and beyond ... for information lttr.org

nd let yourself groove

bout diffraction.)
COND? Why do I keep doing this? Why do we keep doing this (this band,
ob)? I make this happen because there’s a space I’m moving around
eathing and imagining and producing revolution, culture, passion. It’s
sed. It’s the same space as the spoon suction in the separated peanut
ask us to bring things together for a second.

o restaurants and be comfortable. People like to be jealous (and okay
eah right, can you…? For a…?

us. I want to tell her I’m jealous of her. I’m talking about jealousy
ng anti-woman feeling. Let’s get it out the door. Let’s put it out. Let’s
se that (hating, second-guessing, doubting, climbing, insecurity) FOR
destructive and totally stuck on rewind or fast forward. It’s perhaps
se it’s always ending. Heading for the end. Trying to get you to end.
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no choice. Capitalism saturates everything—
resistances, a possibility of writing, the produ
hold within your hands right now. A parasiti
side, capital eats us/itself. This system of
capital some have called real subsumption.

In this piece, then, I am concerned with capi
only our labor power but all our time (leisur
our very bodily matter (recall how once organ
be paid for through a credit system we call h
total translation means that we don’t alwa
torical conditions of capitalism, but rather t
for granted; some forms of translation oper
matics of domination (as Donna Haraway t
smooth our flow across fields of capital or p
has universally raised the cost of living for
an example of such translation. (Some) bod
across (some) national borders because loc
needs to be translated (converted). Somet
always lost in the process of translation. Chan
form to another, this conversion (convection
The euro seeks to close money up so its energ
of course, multiplied) and in financial tran
Netherlands and France, nothing, it seems, i

But money is both material and illusory. Illu
it masks the materiality of its own productio
tained and self-reflexive when in fact money
language) is always translated wrong, never
then may not be value (energy) between the
but instead this instance of global capital’s c
tralization eats the most likely irretrievable
whose body parts now carry and transmit thi
The translation (conversion) covers itself up
nized as such.
Politics after science

Can we pose a politics against capital’s con
that recognizes these acts of translation an
ries? What does this lesson about money su
ation of translating meaning (ideology, tr
Political theorists have argued for a long tim
ship between ideology and materiality. Avoid
don’t have to make an argument about a
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h capital’s absorption of not
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call health insurance). This
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operating within an inforway terms it) can seem to
l or power. The euro, which
g for those subject to it, is
e) bodies move more easily
se local currency no longer
Something, as we know, is
. Changing money from one
ction) loses value (energy).
energy is conserved (to be,
l transactions between the
ems, is lost.

y. Illusory in the sense that
duction, posing as self-conmoney (like its cousin-virus,
never transparent. The loss
n the guilder and the franc,
tal’s concentration and cenvable energy of populations
mit this new virus, the euro.
elf up, its losses not recog-

s consumption of ourselves
on and their hidden histoney suggest for a considergy, truth) within politics?
ng time about the relationAvoiding origin stories, we
out a primacy of one over
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sibility, with an understanding that we cannot determine the
meaning of our own acts. It is a giving up of intentionality and the
scientific method, a giving in to a politics motivated not by truth
or morality but perhaps by love, desire, restlessness, humor, hope,
inventiveness, impulse.

Record. This past May, a small scandal rippled out of New York City,
making in turn some indentations in transglobal atmospheres. At
a talk at an alternative for-profit bookstore, Italian Disobbedienti
leader Luca Casarini found himself greeted with a pie-in-the-face.
Casarini’s U.S. fan base is not mirrored at home, where he has been
criticized for political tactics contrary to his anti-authoritarian
claims. As stated in a communiqué put out by a member of the
Biotic Baking Brigade behind the creamy intervention: “Their
recipe does not make for a tasty soufflé, as the non-Disobbedienti
ingredients in the movement do not appreciate having their flavors
glazed over. The Disobbedienti do not enter into coalitions as
equals but instead seek to take over already established centri
sociali (squats), showing no regard for local tastes. Once in power,
Casarini proceeds to serve up huge portions of unleavened authority and overcooked testosterone, in contrast to the much healthier
North American radical diet of direct democracy and consensus
process.” This text itself was an intervention into online and other
debates that followed the incident, alternatively chiding the
Brigade for its inappropriate or meaningless or destructive or
offensive or pointless action; or explicating how the act was none
of the above. We should not then take the communiqué as coterminous with the act, the act that stands “alone” as well as interfaces with the communiqué and other statements it in part generated. The pieing of Casarini, meant to interrupt a moment of his
reification within a global traffic in cultures of resistance, threatened precisely due to its intranslatability, which is not to say incoherence or pointlessness. Pieing, normally reserved for heads of
state or recently embedded (ideologically if not physically) TV
reporters/spokespeople, here challenges with its inappropriateness, misplacedness—its bad translation into an unexpected scene,
an activist preaching to the converted. Pie, meaning, anarchism,
leader, infighting—these terms get thrown off in the tail winds of
the trajectory or line of flight of the pie. In their debates, anarchists around the world replicate (modify) this virus, generating
their own translations, making politics.
Some readers will criticize me (rightly) for deploying an obscure or
obtuse language. For being too academic or too theoretical; hell,
for being theoretical at all. But such a critique believes in a myth
of a common language, or a scientifically precise language with no
gaps or flaws. This language, like all languages, is mistranslated

ousy or insecurity or self-doubt. (ie: detrimental sabotage tactics brought by capitalist selfPoster A – Side 1
sale.) Ahem,
I believe in mass media though. I also believe total participation excludes selfdoubt.
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MAYBE I’m talking specifically about my own performance w/ video. When I’m on stage as TRACY, I
often doubt my relationship to my audience so when I pause my video during a performance I say
“What’s up?” I say “What do you want to say to me? What are we doing here? Together.” “What’s
happening here? What CAN happen here?” MAYBE I want you to: TAKE IT HOME WITH YOU…
I have an exercise. Put in a videotape and pause it after a couple minutes. Can you remember everything that just happened? Can you guess what’s going to happen next? I’m working on a theory here,
a video art theory, let’s see where it goes. (Everything is folding and unfolding in that time/space
forever. Look at it!) I’m trying to figure out how to draw a paused video. Because it seems to me
you can’t just draw the image on the TV, or even the pixels that make it up, or even the light that’s
making up those flickering color shapes, or even the tv console that barely holds up your tv/vcr
combo, or even your hand resting lightly by the remote, or even the couch that was your best friend’s
before she moved, or even the sounds you hear out the window next to the couch. Maybe it’s because
I always want more time. A heartbeat. The moment you could decide to have magenta hair again.
The moment you could decide to speak, to care, to believe anita hill even though you’re the only one
in your 9th grade class who does. (I have a note here to myself to look at the man who mistook his
wife for his hat, chapter “hands”, by oliver sacks and how like a leaf, interviews with donna haraway,

talk about it. So can you pause that (
A SECOND? Jealousy isPage:
really8 destruct
not really even existing because it’s a
Feel like you ever have peanut butter in
we should talk. (oh right oh right I lik
be greedy, I got mad friends that’s pre

I think paused video can be a really im
ing/comprehension which leads to indi
straight. I always thought I was until
Paused video is good for the soul. It’s

So is mixing up the peanut butter, bu
messy. Feeling disjointed and jealous?
will reeducate yourself.

Did I get it all? The beginning, the m
and talk about the beginning, the m
through photo albums and calling it a

se that (hating, second-guessing, doubting, climbing, insecurity) FOR
LTTR # 2
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destructive
and totally stuck
on rewind or fast forward. It’s perhaps
se it’s always ending. Heading for the end. Trying to get you to end.
butter in your head? Maybe this is my own deal, my own thing. Maybe
ight I like myself!) There’s this space where lil’ kim said “no need to
hat’s pretty.”

really important part of video work and production and audience views to individual action. I’m not talking about a video still. Let’s get that
as until I found out I wasn’t. There’s a big difference.

oul. It’s physical. It’s a participation.

utter, but oh wasn’t that the worst? Yeah, it’s messy! That’s right, it’s
ealous? You will reduce yourself. Feeling like totally participation? You

g, the middle and the end? Or did I just wait somewhere in between
g, the middle and the end while buying a new old record, looking
ling it a dog/day?

ship between ideology and materiality.
Avoid
Page: 9
don’t have to make an argument about a
another, but I do want to suggest that no di
between the two. What we think or what w
know will not manifest directly in what we e
are.

Any of us involved in left or progressive
politics in these past years have experienc
convenient accusation made by the U.S. med
or meaning to our protests. The diversity of,
anti-capitalist uprisings is taken as an incoh
ness) rather than an evidence of the dangero
brewing worldwide: environmentalists, labo
queers and transgenders, local residents, a
organizers all jointly participating in even
broad enough to touch on issues central to
and urgent enough that new political allianc

Many of us have been frustrated with the ob
dead “analysis” that is really a refusal of eng
also have rejected the taken-for-granted sig
porate- and/or government-controlled media
I want to consider for a moment how this
importance of the media unfolds. There is a
“spreading the word” the media can appar
work towards building a movement. Why is
this lies another assumption that the lack of
tance to neoliberal/neofascist military regim
of understanding. If people knew the truth
lated) of what was going on, they’d react/ac
is itself a translation, a stand-in for an im
goodhearted, middle-class social actors.
media exposure (truth) provides a catalyst (
transformation of “the people,” and the me
a cancelling-out effect.

I want to challenge this argument, and I w
think is its investment in a politics of mor
outdated and ineffectual. The enlightenme
tion) of science/truth/politics must be throw
must ask ourselves what to make of the dayin New York tabloid headlines over the pa
Osama Found on the A Train; Saddam Captured
Attack in Gaza Strip; Osama and Saddam in H
Captured; Saddam Dead. Does anyone kn
these transglobal manhunts? Does anyone t

Avoiding
origin stories,
we
LTTR # 2
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out a primacy of one over
no direct translation exists
hat we believe or what we
t we experience or what we

of a common language, or a scientifically precise language withPage:
no 10
gaps or flaws. This language, like all languages, is mistranslated
and also nonetheless transmits something along the way. What
language isn’t obscure or obtuse? A standard English that good
missionaries and soldiers over centuries have killed people for
refusing to speak? The common slang of middle-class white kids
that gnaws off the cultures of urban youth of color? The everyday
words of newscasters who lie between clenched teeth, or smile
through endorsements of mass murder in Iraq? What language is
not a violence, is not an erasure, is not public relations for domination? We don’t get to have that language we dream, a language
that perfectly states our hopes for justice, that clearly communicates for all people in all places, that says things right and says
nothing else.

ssive or (hopefully) radical
erienced the trite and too. media: there’s no message
ity of, for example, signs at
incoherence (meaninglessangerously mobile coalitions
, labor activists, students,
nts, anarchists, faith-based
events understood to be And I’ll say this: our wish for a common language that makes
tral to disparate identities, sense, our wish for an activism with the right message, our wish for
a truth that will set us free: these are dangerous desires. I like
alliances be made.
danger and I like desire, but I must remember how both are bound
the obstinacy of this brain- up in our submission to control. In struggles for the right meaning
of engagement. Many of us and the right language, we should not be surprised to find the play
ed significance of how cor- of uneven power along lines of gender identity, race, ethnicity and
media reports our activism. class. Science (whether in medical practice or in political theory)
w this argument about the is always a practice of eviscerating bodies, turning them inside out
e is an assumption that the to make them bear a truth that they are said to reveal: see! The
apparently accomplish will guts fall out and the blood stops pumping, just like we said it
Why is this assumed? Under would!
ack of participation in resisregimes results from a lack
truth (if the meaning trans- Outro
act/act. The “people” here
an imagined population of Sitting in a small and sunny Moscow apartment, I am typing up
ors. A science of politics: what have been messily hand scrawled notes. The notes I’ve caralyst (energy) for the social ried with me on cars, trains, buses and boats. I wrote them sitting
he media blackout produces in the window of a legalized squat in Amsterdam; sitting at a picnic
table in front of another legalized squat, this one in Berlin, waiting
for the cheap-folks dinner to be served; at a café in Copenhagen
nd I want to expose what I across from a boy also writing, his arms covered in Sharpie code.
f morality that I believe is All places shot through with money and struggles for and against
tenment equation (transla- it. All places where I didn’t speak the language and where I’ve
thrown out the window. We spoken with people in a compromised English. By compromised I
e day-to-day contradictions don’t mean to suggest lesser. I mean a compromise, a working
he past year: Osama Dead; through in which we come up with a vocabulary or set of expresptured; Saddam Masterminds sions or hand signals that serve our desire for communication
m in Hiding Together; Osama across language gaps. A clever virus that mutates and adapts,
ne know what’s become of subverts antibodies or draws them into a new configuration. Can’t
yone think the life or death our politics be like this: not a fight for the right politics (language)
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Captured; Saddam Dead. Does anyone
kno
these transglobal manhunts? Does anyone t
of one or two individuals will impact the curr
blatant untruthfulness of these headlines do
er self-interested virus, the news media host
itself with headlines meant to generate mo
reports started surfacing (unsurprisingly) tha
were being found in ravaged Iraq, who cared
was the surge of moral outrage? Where w
streets that we were promised? When from on
justification for a war shifts or disappears, bu
on—what politics is this? What difference is
the moral?

How the media represents politics or activis
only concern, but also how activists represen
tics among ourselves. If language (like m
translation, eats its losses, hides the conditio
tion—then we can understand how the politi
is never fully contained in or expressed by th
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ne know
what’s become
of
one think the life or death
e current world order? The
nes does not matter; a ratha hosts upon and multiplies
ate more headlines. When
ly) that no nuclear weapons
cared? Did it matter? Where
ere was the taking to the
om one day to the next, the
ars, but the war itself grows
nce is made by the truth or

activism should not be our
present (translate) our poliike money) masks its own
onditions of its own producpolitical meaning of an act
by that act. Its meaning is
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subverts antibodies or draws them into a new configuration. Can’t
our politics be like this: not a fight for the right politics (language)
but a compromise, a continual negotiation and making up as we go
along, testing and trying things out, giving up some things quickly and other things not at all? Maybe our politics can be like this,
this made-up language that is something like a hot make-out session—mouths and fingers guessing at one another, pressing light
then hard, feeling out for a pressing back. Sharp twists of flicking
tongues, eyes and breaths noisily filling gaps better than any
words, could do. Listen. If the world is going to end—and I think
it is—let’s go out this way. I’ll give up on being right if I can find
some people with whom to be surprising, turned on and messy.

Reading List
Rosi Braidotti, Pheng Cheah, Patricia Clough, Gilles Deleuze,
Jacques Derrida, Richard Dienst, Michel Foucault, Karl Marx, Chela
Sandoval, Steven Shaviro, Trinh T. Minh-ha, Monique Wittig.
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Metaphor: The figure of speech in which a name or descriptive term is
transferred to some object different from, but analogous to, that to
which it is properly applicable; an instance of this metaphorical expression.
Language: The whole body of words and of methods of combination of
words used by a nation, people, or race; a 'tongue'. In a generalized
sense: Words and the methods of combining them for the expression of
thought. The form of words in which a person expresses himself; manner
or style of expression.
(Both definitions are excerpted from the Compact Edition of the Oxford
English Dictionary).
Legibility/ literacy/ meaning/ description/ misreading/ communication/
expression/ double entendre/ articulation/ misinterpretation/ fluency/
terminology/ vocabulary/ diction/ translation/ illegibility/ interpretation/ symbolism/ connotation/ signification/ representation/ etc.
I'm at the corner store a block and a half from my house. A quart of milk
sits on the counter, and I hand the cashier a five-dollar bill. It isn't until
I'm on the short walk home that the tragicomedy of my shopping trip hits
me: this vegan trans dude (that's me) is walking home with a carton of
milk with which to cook up some pudding. The pudding will be spooned
into latex gloves, tied up, and stuffed into my shirt to serve as tits*. My
parents are paying me a visit this weekend, and I have not yet told them
about my chest reconstruction surgery, a surgery I recently underwent to
create a flat—some would say "male appearing,"—chest. There is quite a
bit I could say about the specifics of what it means to go in tit drag to
partially erase my transness for the sake of my parents**. I won't go into
immense detail around this question, though I don't mean to undercut
its significance in terms of privilege, oppressive gender categories,
parental expectations, shame, and strategy. However, I want to focus on
a particular dimension of my Pudding Tits Project: a case study in bodies
as readable (or unreadable), as legible (or illegible), and, in a more general sense, as metaphorically attached to language.
Some bodies seem to lend themselves to a simple reading and an almost
automatic process of categorization. Some seem more complex, though
perhaps confusing. Others seem to many to be entirely incomprehensible. The simply-read bodies might be read like a stop sign, without even
having to read the instruction "STOP," and instead relying on the shape,
color and predictable context of the street sign. The complex-to-read
bodies might be conceptually dissected and pored over, like a complicated passage in an unfamiliar dialect. The incomprehensible bodies
might be regarded with the baffled look of a person confronted with a
paragraph in a language they have never before encountered.
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as white. With respect to
a girl, those that read m
confusing, and those th
their assessment mirror
body and gender as tran
as a person without dis
always matters to me,
people's assessments an
my identities in a manne
me. Most particularly, it
identity that is importan
that visual clues are glo
indicating something ot

That which is complex to
legibility is entirely dep
fluency with a particul
aspects of presentation.
cess of a person "readin
feel creepy. I usually exp
most carefully are those
and those norms are ti
upon white, straight, ab
default, as an implicit id
seen as variations on thi
removed from the cente
most saliently on her bo
my visual identity that is
my identity are, more or
dance with a "default" t
reading. The act of read
egories, and the purpos
oppression and perpetua

However, there is some
guage, as a metaphor fo
the Pudding Tits Project.
that were not entirely em
aspect of my identity, a
was able to exist in my
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espect to gender, there are those who read me as simply
t read me as a dyke or a lesbian, those that regard me as
those that find my identity to be clear (whether or not
t mirrors my own). A limited audience might read my
as trans, as faggish, or as dude. I'm nearly always read
hout disabilities. I'm almost never read as a Jew. It
to me, but it often doesn't always seem to play into
ments and readings of me that I might define myself and
a manner different from the ways they might be reading
ularly, it irks me when people don't see an aspect of my
mportant to me. And this is common, in reading bodies,
are glossed over, are not readily visible, or are read as
thing other than they might actually stand for.

mplex to some makes complete sense to others -- one's
rely dependent on an audience/reader's familiarity and
particular set of meanings, symbols, indicators, and
ntation. Furthermore, depending on context, the pro"reading" your body might feel triumphant, or it might
ually experience the latter. Those whose bodies get "read"
re those who deviate from a particular set of "norms,"
s are tied directly to privilege. Many institutions rely
aight, able, middle-class, male bodies as a center, as a
mplicit ideal. With this at the center, any other bodies are
ns on this; a straight, white, able, middle-class woman is
he center; her identifying feature, that which is "read"
n her body, is her femaleness. My gender is the aspect of
y that is most readily scrutinized, while other aspects of
more or less, unanalyzed, and understood to be in accorefault" that doesn't demand such a conscious process as
t of reading bodies oftentimes relies on oppressive catpurpose of reading bodies is often related to enacting
perpetuating privilege. Hence the creepiness.

is something fascinating about the ways in which lanaphor for bodies, can exist as a subversive tool. Back to
Project. Clearly, there are a lot of aspects of my tit drag
tirely empowering-- I felt obligated to hide an important
entity, and that felt shitty, for one. However, the way I
t in my weirdly-gendered body in mutiple forms, and to
ousness over the span of one day, during which I got to
a non-titted person, was fun and interesting. It allowed
tittedness as a bodily articulation, and an aspect of
on that is potentially, for some, changeable (of course,
ho either have lots of money, great health insurance, or
ng and latex gloves). And it is this alterability, this
l over articulation, that allows for a certain power and

with complex notions of gender or modes of thin
polarized dichotomies—in order to successfully sh
munication that *do* begin to articulate these c
Tit Project also points to ways in which we all c
rearticulate our bodies in a multitude of ways to c
world for us to exist, to self-define, and to thrive.

Right after I got surgery, I felt strange. I felt st
much money on something so self-indulgent. An
about my place in the world. I called a friend who,
testosterone, gets read as female fairly frequentl
reconstruction surgery. I tried to articulate the fac
it felt as if I didn't exist in the world, save for in
people that understood my wonderfully freakish
strous gender. He both reassured and disappoint
"We're illegible. But everyone is, it's just that most
fronted with the situation of really realizing it."
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f thinking that depart from
ully shape methods of comhese complexities. Pudding
all change, translate, and
s to carve out spaces in the
hrive.

sent. In these simultaneous and related practices, it seems that there is
room to both better understand the complexity of everyone's identities
(including those that we, as queers, as artists, and as freaks might otherwise write off as "simple" or "one-dimensional"), and to further articulate our own identities, to each other as well as on a much larger scale.
The details are always the best part of the book, anyway.

elt strange that I spent so
t. And I felt really strange
d who, like me, is not taking
quently, and who had chest
he fact that all of a sudden,
or in the presence of a few
eakish, spectacularly monppointed me with his reply:
most people are never cong it." We are all constantly

*This brilliant (and quite convincing, I might add) idea comes from a zine
written by Annie Danger called "Go Fuck Yourself." It's full of excellent
tips, mainly on making your own sex toys, and also on making your own
gender-altering devices. Write to her for a copy of your own right
now: Annie Danger/379 40thSt./ Oakland, CA 94609/ touchtwice@
yahoo.com

ble. The Poster
simply-read
A – Side 2 bodies might be read like a stop sign, without even
having to read the instruction "STOP," and instead relying on the shape,
color and predictable context of the street sign. The complex-to-read
bodies might be conceptually dissected and pored over, like a complicated passage in an unfamiliar dialect. The incomprehensible bodies
might be regarded with the baffled look of a person confronted with a
paragraph in a language they have never before encountered.
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To understand bodies in terms of language and reading, we must also
examine a) who composes the audience that is doing the "reading", and
b) to what end, and with what significance, do people read and categorize bodies in the first place? As a person who is sometimes scrutinized,
I am familiar with the immense range of audience/reader. I am also
familiar with the distasteful feeling of being taken apart in the ray of
some disgusted person's stare, which is my most frequent experience
with people reading my body. In terms of race, I am almost always read
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non-titted person, was fun and interesting. It allowed
ittedness as a bodily articulation, and an aspect of
n that is potentially, for some, changeable (of course,
o either have lots of money, great health insurance, or
g and latex gloves). And it is this alterability, this
over articulation, that allows for a certain power and
guage and in bodily language. What does it mean to
dily riddle to a person (though perhaps not my parents
pear to them in the same night as a stacked "woman"
later, as a bare-chested "dude"? It's a loaded question
not the least of which is the dangerous tendency to
ness only comes into existence through and after sura myth that really raises my hackles. However, the
s me think about all of the ways in which some people
cts of language—a language that was not formulated
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fact
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"We're illegible. But everyone is, it's just that most p
fronted with the situation of really realizing it." W
misreading, misunderstanding, and misinterpret
world. But if identity were simple and easily readabl
and it wouldn't be interesting. What I hope for is a
actively articulate, rewrite, translate, and metaphori
verbal and bodily language, in order to continue
fighting ourselves into existence. At the same time,
ber the ways in which we read other people, and
there's always something lost in the translation, tha
sinister in the process of categorizing people even w
and that there are multiple and changing ways to i
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*This brilliant (and quite convincing, I might add) idea comes from a zine
written by Annie Danger called "Go Fuck Yourself." It's full of excellent
tips, mainly on making your own sex toys, and also on making your own
gender-altering devices. Write to her for a copy of your own right
now: Annie Danger/379 40thSt./ Oakland, CA 94609/ touchtwice@
yahoo.com

**Without expanding excessively on the situation with my parents, I will
say that part of my Tit Drag during their visit had to do with strategically holding off from utterly alienating them with my gender project in
order to begin to build a sturdier foundation with them upon which to
work out our issues with one another. I'm a Capricorn, and I value long,
planned-out processes. I feel weird about tit drag, but excellent about
the space that I felt it opened up that points toward a time when we'll
be able to discuss more about my gender and surgery in a manner that
won't alienate all of us from each other.

not here in the valley dried grasses the color of wheat or ponies
bracelets clink in twos -- he would -- surround her or drag him
or shoe a pick up truck a cream colored stocking --- ok--- driv-

ts --- she won’t --- favors dawn -- he says -- I thought she was
happened there too -- let's try --- a vigil a bicycle a doorknob a
k a courthouse more sunlight some flip flops a Dixie cup --- I'd
blue of af ternoon
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